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BREACH
ARTISTIC DOSSIER

"Breach is a call to collective reflection on

gender and sexual violences through a

language of sound and movement

language.Show in creation aimed at an adult

audience, designed for indoor and non-

conventional spaces."

C OM P AN Y  B I O G R A P H Y

SOM NOISE is an emerging contemporary circus company based in Barcelona, established

in a european circuit and internationally projected. Its partners are the european

CircusNext+ platform, the cultural cooperative La Bonita, La Central del Circ, La Lleialtat

Santsenca and the Auditorium of Sant Martí.

 

It is formed by a nucleus of 3 people -Thais Julià, Matías Muñoz and Vivian Friedrich- and a

network of 8 collaborators, with a total of 4 nationalities. Teamwork is fundamental and

gives strength and identity to the project.

 

The company is created in September 2017, when Mati and Thais come together to

explore the dialogue between music and movement, around concepts and scenic

materials on feminist themes proposed by Thais. This collaboration is triggered by the

artistic harmony created while they shared a musical quartet project. At the beginning of

2018, Vivian collaborates with Som Noise for the first time, doing it as an external eye on

the small format show Not in Vane. Finally, in May of the same year, she joins the team as

a playwright and director for the creation of Breach.

 

The current phase is the second year of creation of the piece, with the premiere planned

in June 2020. Breach has a strong social commitment, a call to collective reflection on

sexual violences and violences against women. Its language is provocative, singular and

multidisciplinary, and includes aerial rope, live music, performance art, dance, physical

theatre and installation.

 

There have been several shows of the works in progress: Ateneu 9Barris (Doble Sessió de

circ, Barcelona), La Central del Circ (Extended Performance, Bcn), Berlin Circus Festival,

Auditorium of Sant Martí (Bcn) and Festival Presente-Futuro (Palermo, Sicily), in which the

company received a special mention for Thais’ performance

 

On November 2019 the project is pitched to the Circostrada Network (Spanish Case,

Santander, Spain).

 

More information about the company:

www.ciasomnoise.com

http://www.ciasomnoise.com/
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ARTISTIC TEAM

Authorship: Vivian Friedrich (DE), Matías Muñoz (ARG) & Thais

Julià (CAT)

 

Disciplines: aerial rope, live music (electronic drums and

soundscapes), performance art (corn flour mixed with water),

physical theatre & dance.

 

Performance: Thais Julià & Matías Muñoz

 

Direction & Dramaturgy: Vivian Friedrich

 

Communication: Thais Julià

 

Support to movement research: Marc Vilajuana

 

Costumes design: Paula Arenas, Aida Almacellas & Laura

Aragón

 

Scenography: Yaiza Ares & Laura Aragón

 

Support to direction & dramaturgy: Rafa Ibáñez

 

Graphic design: Matías Muñoz

 

Production: LaBonita SCCL

 

Visuals: Manel Buch, Clara Pedrol & Irene Prada

 

Residencies: La Grainerie (FR), Cirqueon (CZ), La Central del

Circ (Support to creation Program / SP), Lleialtat Santsenca

(SP), Auditori Sant Martí (SP), Nunart Guinardó (SP), La Bonita

(SP
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SYNOPSIS

[Breach (n): violation or infraction of a rule or law; rupture in a relationship; gap, rift,

fissure. (Vt) Act of emerging to the surface.]

 

She’s humble and submissive. She’s strong and sometimes likes to be dominated

in sex. She’s not been able to say no.

She didn’t say anything because she felt very embarrassed, she felt guilty; she isn’t

even sure if she’s been really raped or abused.

 

A cry in silence and a memory in stand-by.

 

And who are they?

 

Let's begin to talk.

"Through a physical and musical language, SOM NOISE invites the spectator to a space of ambiguity between pleasure and pain, eroticism and violence

and submission and empowerment, to reach a dialogue about cases of abuse and gender violence. "
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I N T E N T I O N

Documentation: personal meetings with women who have suffered violence, interviews

with professionals in the social field (psychologists, social workers), artistic works that

have approached the subject and scientific-social literature.

Active audience participation during the scenic experience. The scenography foresees

an abstract penetration in the inside of a woman's body that is revealed by surprise

once you have entered. The corn flour mixed with water will be available to be touched,

to get dirty, and you might choose to do it or not.

Workshop, as a result of the artwork. It can happen both afterwards it and in a non-

scenic frame related to the theme (institutions, educational centres, etc). It is an activity

to experiment with the one'sown body and the bodies of the people who are present

around the creative universe of the piece and to start a debate on the subject.

When does a hand that touches become a hand that abuses? Why does a woman feel

shame and guilt after being abused? How is co-dependency sustained in an abusive

relationship?

 

Our aim is to face and confront sexual and gender violences through the language of

contemporary circus. We want to generate a space for individual and collective reflection

on a reality that, despite being part of many leading political and media topics, remains

deep-rooted and invisible. Violences against women are diverse and complex, and exist in

almost every culture on our planet; therefore, we assume that we all are responsible for it.

Assuming both this and the fact that violence tends to perpetuate violence, we opt for an

artistic language that is expositive and, above all, transformative.

 

With Breach we add to the current expansion of feminist movements, taking advantage of

their strength and with the resolve to maintain legitimacy and honesty, and consequently

artistic quality. These values are alive because we understand Breach more as a social

obligation than as a circus piece that circulates in the market. We need the piece to be

part of the social fabric that sustains the process of eradicating sexual violence, and we

are doing it as follows:

 

 

http://www.ciasomnoise.com/


 

And what is the TONE?

We want to approach the issue with respect and delicacy, but also with strength and

forcefulness. The impact sought is to generate or enliven individual and collective

strength to continue acting.

 

Rather than giving answers, we give out questions. Breach offers a platform of ambiguity

to assess the situation critically, and with the aim of strengthening awareness of the need

for dialogue and assuming responsibilities.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Circus as a space of experimentation and freedom, as a tool to risk. The power to detach

ourselves from oppressive ideals of class, race, gender; the power to disobey regulations,

shaping policies. An opportunity to rehearse, perhaps new ways of relating, that we finally

like, that we finally create new links in the community. A space of humanity, utopia and

transformation.

 

We undress. We are human in a gear of absurdities and hostilities, hostile world but we

also know how to find beauty and poetry. In the nude we exist, we write; contained

metaphors are released, the air that keeps us beings gets refreshed, we share with people

who reach out to contemporary circus to let us be touched, consciously, or not.
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http://www.ciasomnoise.com/
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SCENIC SPACE

The piece is designed for intimate spaces, both for indoor (50-250 people) and

unconventional spaces (industrial buildings, train stations or dead-end streets).

 

Frontal scenic space or 180º.

 

Essential: sound equipment for electronic drums + minimum height of 6 meters (with a

minimum diameter around the rope of 5m).

 

 

Detailed information on the technical rider of the piece here 

 

LINK: Rider

MUSIC

The music of the piece is composed by Matías Muñoz as well as by the company itself, and

plays an important part in the dramaturgy.

 

Sound landscapes are born from rhythm, melody, textures, memories, looping, improvisation,

concepts, etc.

 

Music is one of the ways we have to express, open doors, go to new possible worlds.The

electronic drums, a pad synthesizer and a loop station create this universe.

 

 

Sample of the musical aesthetics of Breach

https://vimeo.com/374100721

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1q8byWFwGbE_UT2k695pDQHuWjRyyCwT8
https://vimeo.com/374100721
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D R AMA T U R G Y ,  C O - A U T HO R S H I P  AND  C R E A T I O N

Breach develops from a process of co-authorship. Circus authorship is defined as the uniqueness of its expression using technique so it

transmits content through its form.

 

Vivian Friedrich is in charge of the dramaturgy. Her function is to intertwine and synthesize the generated contents, composing and

creating "think together" spaces to create a common universe. An awareness about the different aspects that can influence the reading is

generated, and the semiotic meaning and the effect of an action or of a scenic material are analysed.

 

The writing of the piece is carried out in parallel to the creation, as a metabolism that absorbs and returns processed impulses to the

different creative spheres (circus technique, costumes, scenery, musical composition) so that they finally merge into one.

 

When an erotic touch becomes violent?

And the permeable membranes between disgust and pleasure ... marriage and death, sadomasochism and religious rites, birth and

destruction, purification and getting dirty, abuse and love?

 

Breach's writing evokes the questioning of the contents, driving you to re-evaluate the experienced situations as a leitmotif. This cadence

is sustained in a framework of well-defined ambiguity, with a non-explicit language and with bursts of symbolism.

 

The scenic work starts from the physical dimension: from the real to imaginary, into the absurd or into a transformation of reality. The

physical sensations have been explored and cultivated during the fieldwork.

 

The impact of the circus technique, its sensorial potential and its limits are investigated, inquiring into the physicality of the movement

and into the game with the object, the other body and the different spaces on stage.

 

The essence of each scene is sought instead of choreographing each movement, leaving space for the transformation, so that the real

sensation impregnates the scenic space and invites the members of audience to breathe in real time with the experience they are living.

The choreographer and dancer Marc Vilajuana offers support to go deeper into the qualities of body movement.

 

 

More information:

Vivian Friedrich: vivianfriedrich.info

Marc Vilajuana: marcvilajuana.wordpress.com
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SCENOGRAPHY

Created by Yaiza Ares in collaboration with Laura Aragón.

 

The scenography aims to bring to life the purpose very visceral,

provocative and with a very clear commitment. The scenic space

contributes to this provocation, to this more visceral will that is

born from the emotions.

 

The starting point of the spatial development stems from the

intention of the show that is reflected in the name Breach itself,

associated with break, insubmission, as a rift that releases a

Pandora’s box of emotions with a strong sexual content, of

rebellion, of repression, guilt, roles of power and social burden

closely associated with religion. Also the intention is to materialize

these emotions in a timeless, space, organic, almost as if it were

the inside of the body where everything is triggered

 

More information about the work of the set designer

www.yaizaares.com

http://www.yaizaares.com/
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COSTUMES

Created in collaboration with ESDAP & La Llotja

Bcn (Aida Almacellas and Paula Arenas with the

support of Laura Aragón).

 

The costumes are created in a process of

materializing the emotions of the work. To

surround the characters with their own essence in

order to reach the audience through visual stimuli

based on textures, shapes and colours.

 

For Thais, the power of the orange colour on types

of tissues simulates the skin itself, and talks about

how visceral her struggle is.

 

Mati's costumes, on the other hand, simulate a

more abstract figure: a depersonalization of pain, a

feeling of guilt, through a palette that derives from

cream tones to the purity of white, and with a set

of layers that can be detached.



Webpage:

www.ciasomnoise.com

 

Instagram:

www.instagram.com/som_noise

 

Facebook:

www.facebook.com/CiaSomNoise/?ref=bookmarks

 

Vimeo:

https://vimeo.com/user92047142

 

F I N D  U S  A T :
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Teaser WIP Breach (November 2018, La Central del Circ)

https://vimeo.com/320714894

 

Full WIP Breach (November 2018, La Central del Circ)

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1OokeWffd1z1crb2C_JyHNRFm4kGCvTSm

 

Teaser Not In Vane :

https://vimeo.com/320714475

A U D I O V I S U A L  MA T E R I A L

Thais Julià 

+34 646183443

C ON T A C T
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